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ABSTRACT
We present a new approach to model the complex dynamics of aerodynamic forces on an airfoil in turbulent inflow conditions. Our ansatz is based on stochastic differential equations and aims at replacing traditional look-up table methods
used in wind turbine simulation systems by the effective response dynamics of lift and drag forces. The parameters of the
model are derived directly from empirical data. Measurements were taken in the closed loop wind tunnel of the University
of Oldenburg for an airfoil FX 79-W-151A. The turbulent inflow was generated using a fractal square grid as it is possible
to generate in this way wind speed fluctuations with similar statistics as observed in nature. Forces were measured using
two strain gauge force sensors at two end points of the vertically installed airfoil. The modeling is performed by applying a
stochastic approach on the measured data. By estimating the first two Kramers–Moyal coefficients, a first-order stochastic
differential equation called the Langevin equation is obtained. The stochastic model achieved through this approach is
extended to account for oscillation effects contained in lift and drag dynamics that probably stem from unsteady aerodynamic effects. The results are optimized by applying a 2 test on the probability density functions (PDFs) of model and
measurements. With the knowledge of the Langevin equation, synthetic time series are generated. Their stationary PDFs
as well as conditional PDFs show good agreement with the actual measurements. A comparison of classical averaging and
the stochastic approach shows that stochastic analysis achieves additional insight into the local dynamics of lift and drag
forces. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wind turbines are permanently exposed to turbulent atmospheric flows with their well-known complex statistics and gusty
behavior.1–3 Furthermore, they are subjected to ground boundary layer effects,4–6 directional and spatial variations in wind
shear and tower interaction effects.1 This complex nature of wind fields has great impact on the operation of wind energy
converters (WECs) imposing different risks especially in terms of highly dynamic mechanical loads.7,8 Namely extreme
wind events and the respective loads induced on WECs constitute a major challenge for wind turbine development and
optimization. The emergence and propagation of these extreme loads from the wind inflow through rotor aerodynamics,
drive train and power electronics is still not fully understood. In this paper, we focus on the local aerodynamic forces at the
rotor blade, which stem from direct interaction of the wind field with the WEC, and the characterization and modeling of
their dynamics.
Unsteady aerodynamic loads stimulate structural vibrations that can contribute to fatigue problems9 and fast variations
in the angle of attack (AOA) leading to the well-known dynamic stall effect, which can result in substantial enlargement of
the lift dynamics; compare the works of Eggleston and Stoddard,10 Leishman11 and Wolken-Möhlmann et al.12 Dynamic
stall is a viscous effect on the airfoil characteristics in stalled conditions, which encourages transient forces at larger
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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amplitude.13 These viscous forces create rotating motion of the fluid particles (vortices) on the blade surfaces during the
flow separation.14 Additional to dynamic stall situations, pronounced unsteady aerodynamic forces can also be generated in
fully attached flow on the lifting surfaces in unsteady inflow.1 These effects are exhibited as amplitude and phase variations
in the aerodynamic forces compared to quasi-steady conditions. In addition, the flow compressibility has also potential
effects on unsteady aerodynamic forces in terms of amplitude and phase effects compared to incompressible flow.1 Several studies exist on lift and drag forces at airfoils in steady low-turbulence inflow,15–17 but the complexity of turbulent
inflow experienced in open-air applications is yet to be comprehended fully. To understand these complex flows and integrate the corresponding effects into a wind turbine design is one of the major challenges in current wind energy research
and engineering.
To model the aerodynamic loads on wind turbine rotors, various mathematical models exist which include blade element
momentum (BEM) methods, free wake vortex methods, acceleration potential methods and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) techniques.1,18–21 Recently, a stochastic approach has been reported to model the unsteady effects at static stall
stemming from the self-induced turbulent wake of an airfoil.22 The aerodynamic forces can be calculated by either CFD
or engineering methods, which, from a performance point of view, are the methods of choice.23 While some examples of
very good agreements with experiments have been published during the last years in particular for simple inflow and stiff
rotors,9 CFD techniques are still excessively expensive and time consuming.24 For CFD to include more effects and reduce
computational time, even more powerful computer systems are required. Thus, most computational studies of wind turbine
aerodynamics still continue using the classical BEM theory because of its simplicity and computational efficiency.9
To obtain aerodynamic loads, different wind turbine design codes such as FAST,25 YawDyn,26 ADAMS,27 SIMPACK,28
DHAT29 and FLEX530 use aerodynamic packages such as AeroDyn31 to obtain distributed loads on the wind turbine
blades. AeroDyn uses different models to perform aerodynamic calculations for aeroelastic simulations of horizontal axis
wind turbines. These include the BEM wake theory, generalized dynamic wake (GDW) theory, dynamic stall model and
the tower shadow model. The BEM wake theory is a well-known classical approach used by different wind turbine designers with various corrections, while the GDW theory is a more advanced approach that is useful especially for modeling
skewed and unsteady wake dynamics. The dynamic stall model is based on the semi-empirical Beddoes–Leishman model
important for yawed wind turbines. These models accept two types of wind inputs: first, the hub-height wind and, second,
the full field turbulence, obtained from either measurements or simulations. The hub-height wind contains either steady or
time varying wind data, whereas the full field turbulence corresponds to the local wind components changing in time and
space. The full field turbulence is created by the TurbSim program.32,33
Nevertheless, the approach of AeroDyn and comparable aerodynamic models essentially consists of look-up tables that
contain static characteristics for an airfoil at constant AOAs.31,34 Even special types of CFD, namely actuator disc and
actuator line models, use tabulated airfoil data such as BEM to estimate the aerodynamic loads.9 In dynamic stall model,
the static airfoil coefficients are modified based on the AOA and its rate of variation. The models in AeroDyn do not
consider the local dynamics of lift and drag coefficients and thus lack information on the system dynamics.
In this paper, we propose a new alternative that replaces the traditional table look-up method by a simple stochastic
equation that provides the lift and drag forces with complete local dynamics. Moreover, we show that such stochastic equation can be derived from experimental data. Since the concept of this paper is to present the basic features of this approach,
we neglect for simplicity additional effects such as tower shadow, vertical wind shear, yawed inflow and aeroelastic effects.
The scope of this paper is to derive the dynamic response behavior of lift and drag from the measured time series especially
at high frequency and to model these dynamics using a stochastic approach. The future aim is to integrate the model under
investigation into an aerodynamic model such as AeroDyn based on the BEM theory, which then could be combined with
WEC models such as FAST or other similar models to achieve a stochastic rotor model.
The paper consists of three main sections. First, there is the description of the methodology in Section 2 followed by
the details of measurements and the modeling approach applied. Then the comparison of model and measurement results
is given in Section 3. At the end, a conclusion section is added summarizing the outcome and outlook of the work.

2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology consists of four steps. In the first step, wind tunnel tests have been carried out to obtain the time series of
unsteady forces acting on an airfoil under turbulent inflow conditions. The measurements have been taken directly by two
force sensors installed on the airfoil. In the second step, from the dynamically observed lift and drag signals, a stochastic
equation (Langevin equation35 ) in terms of drift and diffusion functions is reconstructed. The drift and diffusion functions
are improved using an inverse parabolic interpolation optimization scheme36 in connection with a 2 test based on model
and measurement probability density functions (PDFs) as proposed by Kleinhans et al.37,38 Then both optimized functions
are inserted into the Langevin equation to define the basic model. In the third step, an extension to the basic model has
been introduced to account for oscillation effects (probably caused by unsteady aerodynamics) found in lift and drag time
series. Finally, in the last step, an overall optimization approach is applied again in the form of a 2 test based on PDFs of
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extended model and measurement. The purpose of final optimization was to incorporate the correct amount of additional
effects covered in the model extension. Each step is discussed in the following three sections in detail.
2.1. Wind tunnel measurements
The lift and drag force measurements have been taken in the closed loop wind tunnel of the University of Oldenburg on an
airfoil FX 79-W-151A having a chord length of 0.2 m. The Wortmann FX 79-W-151A is a cambered airfoil without flaps
for use on wind turbines.39,40 No turbulator or similar device to force the turbulent transition has been used. The wind
tunnel has a test section of 1 m width, 0.8 m height and 3 m length. The forces were measured at a sampling frequency of
1 kHz using two strain gauge force sensors mounted on two ends of the airfoil in span-wise direction as shown in Figure 1.
The mean wind velocity was approximately 50 m s1 leading to a Reynolds number of Re D 7  105 based on the chord
length. The wind tunnel was driven by steady power supply, and all fluctuations of the wind velocities are caused by grids.
The turbulent inflow was generated using a fractal square grid as it generates wind speed fluctuations more similar to
atmospheric flows than the wind speed fluctuations generated by classical square grids. The comparison of a classical square
grid and fractal square grid inflow is shown in Figure 2 in terms of statistics of velocity increments u D u.t C /  u.t /.
The fractal square grid obeys a fractal square geometry, which generates intermittent inflows, i.e. the statistics of velocity
increments u D u.t C  /  u.t / show pronounced heavy tails, thus deviating from Gaussian statistics, for time lags up
to  D 10 s42,43 as shown in Figure 2(b). The classical square grid produces intermittent inflows for smaller time lags, but
the PDFs converge to a Gaussian distribution for higher time lags (Figure 2(a)). The atmospheric turbulence is known to
be intermittent even at much higher time lags44 than 10 s.
It is worth to note that in recent years, the investigations made on wind tunnel generated turbulence using multi-scale
grids by Krogstad and Davidson45,46 lead to controversial findings compared to multi-scale experiments performed by
Hurst and Vassilicos.47 The main debatable findings reported by Hurst and Vassilicos47 include the production of fully

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. View of the wind tunnel test section. (a) The position of the force sensors installed on the end points of the vertically
mounted airfoil in the test section. (b) The position of the fractal square grid installed in front of the wind tunnel nozzle.

Figure 2. Normalized velocity increment PDFs for time lags  D .0:033; 0:1; 1; 10; 102 ; 103 ; 104 / ms in increasing sequence from
top to bottom. The PDFs are shifted vertically for clarity. The PDFs are given in arbitrary units (a.u.). (a) 5 cm square grid, mean
velocity = 42 m s1 and (b) fractal square grid, mean velocity = 48 m s1 .41
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developed homogeneous turbulence without distinguishing between near and far fields behind the grids and the exponential decay of energy in case of the fractal square grid. Nevertheless, the investigations made by George and Wang48 and
Oberlack and Khujadze49,50 proposed the model of homogenous turbulence with exponential decay of energy for the fractal square grid as observed by Hurst and Vassilicos.47 Moreover, the study of Krogstad and Davidson45,46 did not include
the same class of fractal square grid, which is used for present measurements.
For our investigations, the fractal square grid has the nice property to generate intermittent turbulent fluctuations on
many length scales even for steady operating conditions of the wind tunnel. In particular, the turbulent flow generated by
the fractal square grid is an efficient method to generate small-scale wind statistics41,44,47,51,52 similar to those observed in
nature. In our case, the turbulence intensity generated with the fractal square grid was 4.6% obtained by using the relation
Ti D

u
;
hui

(1)

where Ti is the turbulence intensity, u the standard deviation of the wind speed and hui the mean wind speed. Further
details of the measurement can be found in the work of Schneemann et al.,41 and information on the Strouhal number as an
additional parameter is given in Section 3.1.2. The dynamics of the generated forces at an airfoil are typically in the range
of the flow-over time (chord length/wind speed), which is, for our flow conditions, around a few milliseconds, for a real
wind turbine is in the range of 0.1 s. In Figure 2, it is shown that for the time of millisecond scales, the velocity fluctuations
measured as corresponding increments become quite Gaussian for a classical grid, where for the fractal square grid, we
find the desired pronounced intermittent behavior.
The installed force sensors offer two measuring axes, the X -axis and Y -axis (Figure 3).53 Thus, the acting force can be
decomposed into X and Y components. Here, the sensors measure the forces perpendicular and parallel to the wind inflow.
The perpendicular forces represent the lift force, whereas the parallel forces represent the drag force. From measured forces,
the lift and drag coefficients are calculated as follows41,54 :
CL D

FL
;
qA

(2)

CD D

FD
;
qA

(3)

where FL is the lift force, FD the drag force, A the area of the airfoil and q the inflow dynamic pressure measured in the
pre-chamber (before the grid). The dynamic pressure varies with respect to time, most likely because of periodic separation
and blockage effects.
The calibration of the force sensors for the current measurements was performed via balances. However, the same sensors were calibrated by Schneemann et al.41 by comparing mean lift data achieved through force measurements with mean
lift data obtained through wind tunnel wall pressure measurements. In addition, the mean lift curves from wind tunnel wall
pressure measurements and force measurements at the airfoil were compared with reference data provided by Althaus,55
which also showed good correspondence.41

Figure 3. Illustration of the force sensor measuring axes indicated by red and blue dots (color online). The measuring axes are
perpendicular to each other.53
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2.2. Stochastic modeling of lift and drag dynamics
Since the wind is highly dynamic by nature, the resulting lift and drag forces are dynamic in nature, too. The commonly
used standard approach is based on averaging procedure with standard deviations resulting in static lift and drag curves,
which neglects much information about the real dynamics of the system. A stochastic approach is proposed not only for
modeling but also to access and extract most of the information available in the lift and drag dynamics in terms of a dynamic
response model. The approach is applied in one-dimensional and two-dimensional embedding.
2.2.1. One-dimensional modeling approach.
The approach is based on the Langevin process used to model the complex statistics by means of stochastic dynamics. The Langevin equation, cf. to the work of Risken,35 is a first-order stochastic differential equation based on drift and
diffusion functions coupled with a noise term.
q
dX .t /
D D .1/ .X / C D .2/ .X / .t /;
(4)
dt
where .t / is a Gaussian white noise termed as Langevin force35 with mean value h.t /i D 0 and variance h 2 .t /i D 2.
Since the statistics of the turbulence, i.e. the PDF of the turbulent wind fluctuations u0 .t / D u.t /hui is Gaussian but correlated, it can be approximated only roughly by Langevin noise. On the other hand, only few time scales interact dynamically
(in a non-equilibrium sense) with the airfoil. We therefore expect only a short time scale window of dynamic turbulence
airfoil interaction, which we approximate by Langevin noise. Also, this approach has been successfully applied to a number
of turbulence-driven systems; see Friedrich et al.56 If, in a statistical sense, higher-order effects are of interest, the Langevin
noise .t / can be replaced by noisy time series having the fine structures of turbulence, such as multifractal time series.
The D .1/ .X / and D .2/ .X / are the drift and diffusion functions, also known as first and second Kramers–Moyal
coefficients for X .t /, which can be estimated from actual measured signal using the relation57–59
D .n/ .X ; ˛/ D lim

!0

1
h.X .t C /  X .t //n ijX.t/DXI˛ ;
nŠ

(5)

where X denotes the lift and drag coefficients, ˛ the fixed AOA, n D 1 for the drift function and n D 2 for the diffusion
function. To calculate the drift and diffusion functions, the measured lift and drag time series are separated into bins, and
equation (5) is applied for X .t / D X in each bin. In this way, these two functions can be estimated for lift and drag time
series separately for each AOA. Here, we consider the case where the mean AOA ˛ is a slowly varying quantity, besides
the fluctuations caused by the turbulent inflow conditions.
The D .1/ .X / reflects the deterministic part of the system and estimates the mean change or mean time derivative of
X .t / in each bin, whereas D .2/ .X / quantifies the amplitude of the stochastic fluctuations. In this way, the Langevin equation models the trajectory of the state variable X .t / with quantified stochastic fluctuations. In equation (4), the Langevin
equation is defined in its continuous form; however, for the computer routine, it is used in discretized form as
q
(6)
X .t C o / D X .t / C o D .1/ .X .t // C o D .2/ .X .t // .t /;
where o is the integration time step typically taken as o D 1=fs .42 fs corresponds to the sampling frequency of the actual
measurements. Providing any initial value for X .t / between minimum and maximum values of the actual measurements
of the dynamics, one can iterate and obtain a new signal from the equation (6).
2.2.2. Two-dimensional modeling approach.
Besides being applied in the one-dimensional approach, the Langevin approach is applied in the two-dimensional embedding also with the aim to find out if it may deliver better results than the one-dimensional approach. In this context, the
general n-dimensional Langevin equation reads60,61

n q
X
dXi .t /
.1/
D Di .X; t / C
D .2/ .X; t / j .t /; i D 1; : : : n
(7)
dt
ij
j D1

where n D 2 for our case. In this way, here, X.t / represents the two-dimensional (i.e. lift and drag coefficients) stochastic
state variable vector. The same explanations like in the one-dimensional Langevin approach apply for drift and diffusion
functions. The difference only is, in the two-dimensional embedding, the drift and diffusion functions depend on X. The
j .t / is the ı-correlated Gaussian noise. The drift and diffusion functions for equation (7) are estimated as the limit of
conditional moments59
.1/

Di .X; ˛/ D lim

!0
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.2/

Dij .X; ˛/ D

1
1
lim h.Xi .t C /  xi .t //.Xj .t C /  xj .t //ijX.t/DXI˛ :
2 !0 

(9)

The numerical estimation of the condition of the moments is subjected to the approximation of X.t /  U .x/, for a sufficiently small neighborhood U of fixed value x. These conditional moments can be estimated directly from measured data
sets in a parameter free way.
2.2.3. Drift and diffusion optimization.
In general, results of the direct estimation from equations (5), (8) and (9) may suffer from different sources of errors
such as finite sampling and additional measurement noise.58,62 In statistical sense, the validity of the results obtained from
Langevin equations (4) and (7) strongly depend on the correct estimation of the drift and diffusion functions. Alternatively,
to perform the correct lim!0 , an optimization approach is applied to obtain correct drift and diffusion functions, which
define the best possible model of the system under investigation.38 The approach is based on 2 test applied in terms of
PDFs of both model and measurement
2 D

X .pmodel;i  pmeasure;i /2
;
.pmodel;i C pmeasure;i /

(10)

i

where pmodel and pmeasure are the stationary PDFs of model and measurement, respectively. The 2 test quantifies the
difference between the PDFs of model [i.e. equations (4) and (7)] and measurement. This provides the information about
how good the model and the measurements are close to each other. In one way, it is the direct assessment of model quality,
i.e. the lower the 2 value, the better the model coincides with actual measurements. To calculate the PDFs of the model,
an analytical solution to the Langevin equation, i.e. the stationary solution to the Fokker Planck equation,35 is used here.
p.Xmodel / D

N
.2/

D.X

model /

"Z
exp

Xmodel

#
D .1/ .y/
dy ;
D .2/ .y/

(11)

where N is a normalization factor. The equation expresses that the model signal is completely defined by the behavior of
drift and diffusion functions. Thus, the proper estimation of these functions is crucial to obtain correct model. In order to
find out the best drift and diffusion function values in an automatic way, the 2 test was coupled with an inverse parabolic
interpolation optimization scheme. The algorithm36 reads
xDb

1 .b  a/2 Œf .b/  f .c/  .b  c/2 Œf .b/  f .a/
;
2 .b  a/Œf .b/  f .c/  .b  c/Œf .b/  f .a/

(12)

where x is the estimated abscissa value of new point, which accounts for diffusion function and its ordinate value accounts
for 2 value in our case. The a, b and c are the abscissa values of the three randomly selected points, and f .a/, f .b/ and
f .c/ are the respective ordinate values of three points along the inverse parabolic line.
The algorithm works in a way that it discards one point after each iteration and decides for a new set of three points
for next iteration such as the point with minimum ordinate value is always in the middle of the three points. Hence, it is
the minimum ordinate value that decides for which fourth point is to be discarded. The algorithm continues for several
iterations until the best value for x is obtained.
In our case, the abscissa x is the diffusion function and 2 the corresponding ordinate value for this, which means the
algorithm finds out that value of diffusion function where 2 is minimum. Thereafter, the algorithm automatically stops
functioning as the points coincide with each other.
2.3. Extension to stochastic model
The basic model (in one-dimensional and two-dimensional embedding) described so far shows good matching with the
actual measurements in terms of lift and drag coefficient time series as well as the stationary PDFs. However, to gain
deeper insight into the underlying process, the conditional PDF p.X .t C /jX .t // has to be considered, as it contains the
complete information on the process described by Langevin equations (4) and (7). In our case, the basic model does not
reproduce the conditional PDFs satisfactorily for all time lags .
The main challenge was to extend the model for out-of-phase oscillations (out-of-phase in case of lift and drag) with
variable periods observed in lift and drag coefficient time series. Moreover, an amplitude modulation of the oscillation
(breathing) is also found along the lift and drag coefficient time series; see Figure 7. The physical reasons behind the
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oscillation phase shift and breathing are discussed in Section 3.1.2. Satisfactory results are obtained by the following
extension:
"

 #

k 0 S
2k
exp
;
(13)
Xmodel .k/ D Xlangevin .k/ C A sin
T
ko
where Xlangevin is the result obtained from equation (4) or (7), A the constant to fix the oscillation amplitude of lift and drag
coefficient, k the discrete time variable and T the most dominant oscillation period obtained by computing the autocorrelation function (ACF) of lift and drag coefficient time series. The exponential function in the equation controls the increase
and decrease in the oscillation amplitude along the lift and drag time series, where ko is half the average breathing length
occurring along the time series, k 0 D .k mod ko / and S is described as

C1; for .2n/ko < k  .2n C 1/ko
;
(14)
SD
1; for .2n C 1/ko < k  2.n C 1/ko
where n D 0; 1; 2; 3 : : :.
2.4. Final model optimization
In order to fix the additional effects into the basic model to obtain the final extended model, an overall optimization approach
is applied. This is also based on 2 test applied on PDFs of extended model and actual measurements. This optimization
is based on modification in optimum diffusion function, constant A and half the breathing length ko until the minimum 2
value is achieved. To check the quality of model results, finally the 2 value is compared with the intrinsic standard error
estimated as2
p
X Ni
SError D
;
(15)
NTotal
i

where Ni is the number of counts in the i th bin and NTotal the size of the sample.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Stochastic lift and drag model
Depending on the dynamic behavior of the lift and drag, the stochastic approach as explained in Section 2 is applied. As an
example, detailed results are presented for two AOAs, 11ı and 28ı , demonstrating the pre-stall (slightly below stall) and
deep stall regimes, respectively; see Figure 13. Similar results are obtained for other AOAs also ranging from 0ı to 30ı .
3.1.1. Drift and diffusion functions.
By the one-dimensional Langevin approach, the drift D .1/ .X ; ˛/ and diffusion D .2/ .X ; ˛/ functions are estimated
using equation (5). The approach is applied on CLmeasure .t / and CDmeasure .t / time series. In order to avoid errors,58,62 both
functions are optimized through optimization scheme described in Section 2.2.3.
The optimization basically consists of a quadratic modification of D .2/ .X ; ˛/, and the value found is constant in X
rather than quadratic, which also corresponds to the Gaussian shape of the stationary PDFs. The spurious quadratic contributions to D .2/ .X ; ˛/ are believed to be the consequences of finite sampling errors.58 The D .1/ .X ; ˛/ optimization here is
just linear fit through the actual data passing through the stable fix point where drift function is zero. The optimized values
of drift and diffusion functions for this case for AOAs 11ı and 28ı are shown in Figure 4, which can be parameterized as
D .1/ .X ; ˛/ D m.X  Xo /;

(16)

D .2/ .X ; ˛/ D ˇ:

(17)

Here m is the slope of drift function, X the lift or drag coefficient, Xo the stable fix point in X where drift function is
zero and ˇ the constant diffusion function. Equations (16) and (17) stand for the estimation of the drift and diffusion
functions for the system under investigation. The obtained equations (16) and (17) reflect that the system corresponds to
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process.35,63
.1/
.2/
By the two-dimensional Langevin approach, the drift Di .X; ˛/ and diffusion Dij .X; ˛/ functions are estimated using
equations (8) and (9), respectively. Similarly, as in the one-dimensional case, the approach is applied on CLmeasure .t / and
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Figure 4. Drift and diffusion functions for CL and CD for AOAs 11ı and 28ı by one-dimensional Langevin approach. Red lines represent the initial estimated values, whereas black lines the optimized values (color online). (a) CL drift function for AOA 11ı , (b) CL
diffusion function for AOA 11ı , (c) CD drift function for AOA 11ı and (d) CD diffusion function for AOA 11ı . Same explanation applies
for (e)–(h) like (a)–(d), respectively, for AOA 28ı .

CDmeasure .t / time series, and the functions are optimized for the errors. The approach is applied for same two AOAs 11ı
and 28ı , and the obtained drift and diffusion functions are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
.1/
The results from Figures 5 and 6 reflect that the drift functions Di .X; ˛/ are independent in terms of CL and CD .
.2/

Additionally, like in the one-dimensional case, the optimized diffusion functions Dij .X; ˛/ are found to be constant in X
rather than quadratic, and the reason for spurious quadratic contributions is the same errors.
At the end, both the one-dimensional and two-dimensional Langevin approaches delivered similar results to each
other. Therefore, for the basic stochastic model, either of these two approaches can be used. We proceed using the onedimensional Langevin approach for the basic model considering its simplicity and less computation time. The results
presented in this paper for the final model are therefore based on one-dimensional approach with extension in the form of
equation (13).
3.1.2. Final model results.
Based on optimized drift and diffusion functions, when solved in time, the Langevin equation (4) together with the
extension using equation (13) can model measurement time series CLmeasure .t / and CDmeasure .t /.
The necessity for the extension term in equation (13) is believed to stem from unsteady aerodynamic effects, which contribute oscillations with both amplitude and phase variations in unsteady aerodynamic forces1 ; see time series of Figure 7.
Additionally, the flow compressibility effects1 also have potential influence on unsteady aerodynamic forces in terms of
amplitude and phase variations compared to incompressible flow. In unsteady flow, these effects occur not only in dynamic
stall but also in absence of dynamic stall. At low AOAs under unsteady attached flow conditions, moderate amplitude and
phase changes can occur in unsteady aerodynamic forces; however, in case of increase in effective reduced frequencies,
much larger effects may be generated on both the amplitude and phase in particular.1 The amplitude of the fluctuations is
proportional to AOA, i.e. the higher the AOA, the higher the amplitude of fluctuations. This is most probably due to vortex
shedding in connection with unsteady detached flow over the airfoil.22
To incorporate these additional effects, the optimized value of diffusion function D .2/ .X ; ˛/ for Langevin equation (4)
is reduced up to about 67% in case of lift and 77% in case of drag for both AOAs. The oscillation periods for lift and drag
coefficients in equation (13) for AOA 11ı are taken as 30 and 23.9 ms, respectively. Similarly, in case of AOA 28ı , these
are taken as 32 ms for lift and 25.5 ms for drag. These are the most dominant oscillation periods obtained by considering
the ACFs of lift and drag coefficient time series; see Figure 8. Besides this high-frequency oscillation, we see in time
signals in Figure 7 a low-frequency modulation of the amplitude, which we denote in the following as a breathing mode.
The breathing length is taken as an average of the randomly distributed breathing length occurring along the lift and drag
coefficient time series. The values used here as breathing length for AOA 11ı are 600 ms for lift and 420 ms for drag
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Figure 5. Drift and diffusion functions for CL and CD in two-dimensional embedding for AOA 11ı . Red represents the initial estimated
values, whereas black the optimized values (color online).

coefficient. Similarly, for AOA 28ı , these are taken as 580 ms for lift and 610 ms for drag coefficient. In this way, in case
of AOA 11ı , for lift ko D 300 ms and for drag ko D 210 ms, i.e. half of the breathing length apply for equation (13).
Similarly in case of AOA 28ı , for lift ko D 290 ms and for drag ko D 305 ms. The value of A is used to fix the appropriate
oscillation amplitude for model time series and is decided on the basis of minimum 2 value.
Figure 7 shows the model and measurement time series for AOAs 11ı and 28ı . Both the modeled and measured time
series for lift and drag coefficient show a good qualitative agreement of the characteristics and the dominant amplitudes
for both AOAs. The modeled and measured signals reflect complex fluctuations due to effects caused by turbulence and
viscous unsteady aerodynamic response of the airfoil. As the AOA 28ı belongs to the deep stall regime (see Figure 13),
larger magnitudes of force fluctuations are observed at AOA 28ı compared to AOA 11ı as expected.
From a stochastic model, it cannot be expected to obtain exactly the same signal in each realization. Rather, the method
aims to reproduce correct statistics. The right selection of breathing lengths for the CL and CD signals improves the
matching of model and measurement time series.
In order to compare the behavior of model and measurements in more detail, the phase-space trajectories for AOA 11ı
are shown in Figure 8(c). The modeled trajectory shows good agreement with the actual measurements. While in each simulation it adopts a different shape due to the stochasticity, however, the form is close to the measurements. The short excerpts
of CL and CD time series are presented in Figure 8(a) for measurements and Figure 8(b) for model results, respectively,
to show the phase shift in oscillations of CL and CD . The figures show that the model reproduces well matching phase
shifts in the oscillations of CL and CD with the actual measurements. For a more detailed view on the phase shifts in the
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Figure 6. Drift and diffusion functions for CL and CD in two-dimensional embedding for AOA 28ı . Red represents the initial estimated
values, whereas black the optimized values (color online).

oscillations of CL and CD , Figures 8(d, e) present the respective ACFs for the measurements and the model results. It can
be seen that the behavior of the ACFs, especially the phase relation of CL and CD , is very similar between measurements
and model results.
However, for better description of the oscillating mechanism of CL and CD further, a dimensionless parameter, the
so-called Strouhal number, is considered, which is defined as
St D

fc
;
u

(18)

where St is the Strouhal number, f the frequency of the vortex shedding, c the airfoil chord length and u the wind velocity.
The St is estimated for measured data at Reynolds number of Re D 7  105 considering the most dominant frequencies observed for CL and CD signals; see Figure 14. The obtained values for CL and CD are 0:122  St  0:135 and
0:153  St  0:174, respectively, for AOAs 0ı to 30ı . In the stall regime, the St is slightly lower than in the attached flow
regime. Similar St even for small AOAs were found for oscillating airfoils.64–68 As our investigations are carried out with
fixed mean AOA but with turbulent inflow, therefore, we expect that the local turbulent velocity fluctuations in the inflow
will lead to similar effects like in moving airfoils.
To show the similarity of the modeled and measured data, we compare their statistics. The stationary PDFs shown in
Figure 9 clearly demonstrate that the modeled and measured signals for both AOAs 11ı and 28ı yield almost similar statistics except maximum CL values in (c). Looking at the tails of the PDFs, deviations between the statistics of modeled and
measured data can be seen. This part of the statistics is of special interest as the extreme events are counted. On the other
hand, one has to take into account that only few events are counted here, and thus, a large uncertainty arises. From the
application, it has to be decided up to which amplitude precise results are needed and, depending on this, correspondingly
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measurements, and black the model (color online). (a) CLmeasure .t / and CLmodel .t / for AOA 11ı , (b) CDmeasure .t / and CDmodel .t / for
AOA 11ı , (c) CLmeasure .t / and CLmodel .t / for AOA 28ı , and (d) CDmeasure .t / and CDmodel .t / for AOA 28ı .
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Figure 9. Stationary PDFs of lift and drag coefficient for AOAs 11ı and 28ı . The PDFs are given in arbitrary units (a.u.). Red represents the actual measurements, and black the model (color online). A Gaussian PDF is added as a solid line through model and
measurement signals. (a) PDF CLmeasure and CLmodel for AOA 11ı , (b) PDF CDmeasure and CDmodel for AOA 11ı , (c) PDF CLmeasure and
CLmodel for AOA 28ı , and (d) PDF CDmeasure and CDmodel for AOA 28ı .

long measurements have to be performed to obtain reliable statistical conclusions. The stationary PDFs of the signals are
based on one-point statistics2 and contain all the related statistical information such as mean value and the standard deviation. For better approximation, a Gaussian fit is added as a solid line through model and measured signal PDFs. Further,
the quantitative comparison for this is also given in Section 3.2.
Although both the model and the actual measurements correspond well in terms of one-point statistical properties; however, in addition, the conditional PDFs p.X .t C /jX .t // are crucial to check as they contain the full information expressed
by Langevin equation (4). The model in the existing extended state reproduces the conditional PDFs well for all time lags 
as the limitation discussed earlier (i.e. the lift and drag out-of-phase variable sinusoidal oscillation with breathing behavior
along the lift and drag time series) has been covered in the form of equation (13). Since t is used for the continuous time,
whereas our extended model is based on discrete time series, thus, it is replaced by k in equation (13). The results in terms
of conditional PDFs for model and actual measurements for AOAs 11ı and 28ı at time lags  D 5 and 20 ms are shown in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively, displayed as probability isolines.
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Figure 10. CL and CD conditional PDFs for time lags  D 5 and 20 ms, AOA 11ı . Red denotes the actual measurements, and black
the model (color online). PDFs are shown as probability isolines. The levels of the isolines correspond to a factor of 2 in the probabilities. (a) CL measurement and model at  D 5 ms, (b) CD measurement and model at  D 5 ms, (c) CL measurement and model at
 D 20 ms, and (d) CD measurement and model at  D 20 ms. Additionally, for (c) and (d), two one-dimensional cuts are shown for
p.X .t C /jX .t // at  D 20 ms for fixed values of X .t /. The red circles denote the measurements, and black crosses the model. The
solid lines are added as Gaussian PDFs through the respective signals. The PDFs of cuts are given in arbitrary units (a.u.).

The model and measurement conditional PDFs are illustrated in overlayed form for better comparison. As an example,
the results for two time lags  D 5 and 20 ms are presented here. Because of the sinusoidal oscillation effects present in
lift and drag [taken into account in equation (13)], the conditional PDFs orientation changes as a function of a time lag.
This can be easily observed by comparing illustrations of conditional PDFs at  D 5 ms with 20 ms for same AOAs. The
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Figure 11. CL and CD conditional PDFs for time lags  D 5 and 20 ms, AOA 28ı . Red represents the actual measurements, and
black the model (color online). PDFs are shown as probability isolines. The levels of the isolines correspond to a factor of 2 in the
probabilities. (a) CL measurement and model at  D 5 ms, (b) CD measurement and model at  D 5 ms, (c) CL measurement and
model at  D 20 ms, and (d) CD measurement and model at  D 20 ms.

Table I. Quantitative comparison of model and
measurements for AOAs 11ı and 28ı .
AOA

Coefficient

Mean 2

Mean SError

ı

CL
CD
CL
CD

0:018
0:032
0:090
0:080

0:018
0:018
0:018
0:018

11
11ı
28ı
28ı
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comparison of model and measured data conditional PDFs for lift and drag coefficients suggests good similarity in the
form of probability isolines. However, to show the internal statistical properties, two cuts through the conditional PDFs
p.X .t C /jX .t // at  D 20 ms for fixed values of X .t / are provided as an example in Figure 10. The PDFs of cuts show
that the model reproduces the similar statistics to actual measurements for both CL and CD at  D 20 ms.
3.2. Quantitative comparison
Besides graphical comparison, the quantitative comparison for the selected AOAs as an example is given in Table I. For
the quantitative comparison, the final optimized value of 2 from equation (10) is compared with intrinsic standard error
(statistical error) obtained through equation (15). The given values are for 15 simulations for CL and CD for each AOA.
The values stand for 2 and statistical error in terms of their mean for 15 simulations.
In our case, the 2 value is the direct measure of the difference between two data sets describing their relationship. Here,
model and measurements are taken as two data sets. The comparison of 2 with standard error demonstrates the quality
of results. The obtained 2 values in case of AOA 11ı are smaller than the 2 values for AOA 28ı , which describe better
results for AOA 11ı than AOA 28ı . The quantitative comparison in terms of 2 with statistical error shows that the 2
values in case of AOA 11ı are close to the statistical error, yet a bit larger in case of drag coefficient. The comparison for
AOA 28ı shows the larger 2 values than the intrinsic statistical error for both lift and drag coefficients. A similar kind of
difference is found for other AOAs such as these two AOAs (i.e. for some AOAs, the 2 is found larger and for some less
or close to the statistical error). This difference is mainly stemming from the breathing length taken here on average basis,
which in reality is randomly distributed along the lift and drag coefficient time series of actual measurements. By taking
the breathing length in random way like measurements, the results may be improved further. For best quality, 2 value
should be in order or less (in magnitude) than the standard error; therefore, still the model needs some minor corrections
especially in terms of breathing length.
3.3. Comparison of model and measurements for AOAs 0ı to 30ı
Applying the same approach, the modeling is performed for AOAs ranging from 0ı to 30ı . The detailed results have been
presented for two AOAs as an example to avoid the repetition of similar illustrations and make the paper easy to understand.
The conditional PDFs p.X .t C  /jX .t // for more time lags  to show have also been avoided for the same reason. The
results for all AOAs ranging from 0ı to 30ı are summarized and presented in Figures 12 and 13.
Figure 12 shows the slope (for drift function) and the optimized diffusion function for CL and CD for AOAs 0ı to 30ı
derived without model terms for oscillation and breathing. The slope for CL increases on average for AOAs 0ı to 15ı and
then decreases for the rest of the higher AOAs as the stall region becomes dominant on the system leading to decrease

Figure 12. Slope of drift function and optimized diffusion function for AOAs 0ı to 30ı derived without model terms for oscillation
and breathing. Red represents the curves for CL model, and black for CD model (color online). (a) CL and CD slope for drift function,
and (b) CL and CD diffusion function.
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Figure 13. Static lift and drag coefficient curves with dynamic drift function for model and measurements for AOAs 0ı to 30ı (color
online). The solid blue lines represent the mean CL and CD curves, whereas the dashed blue lines represent the standard deviation
from the mean CL and CD curves. The red and green arrows denote the positive and negative drift functions for CL and CD trying to
move towards the black crosses, which represent the stable fix points where the drift function is zero. (a) CL measurement, (b) CL
model, (c) CD measurement and (d) CD model.

in CL ; see Figure 13. On the other hand, the slope for CD first decreases on average for AOAs 0ı to 9ı for attached
flows and then starts increasing onwards (as the flow separation starts) up to AOA 15ı . Thereafter, beyond AOA 15ı ,
the slope for CD decreases like for CL where the stall region becomes dominant on the system, causing a significant
increase in CD .
In case of diffusion function for CL , there is very slight fluctuation (i.e. increase and decrease) for AOAs 0ı to 15ı , and
then there is dramatic increase up to AOA 26ı and rapid decrease after 26ı up to 30ı . This is mainly because the region
between AOAs 15ı and 30ı is highly dynamic because of increased flow separation over the suction side of airfoil. In
case of CD , initially, there is very slight and linear increase in diffusion function for AOAs 0ı to 17ı , and then there is a
significant increase up to AOA 27ı and later rapid decrease up to 30ı .
It is important to mention here that the model in the extended form for most of the AOAs uses about 33% and 23%
of the optimized diffusion function for CL and CD , respectively. However, for some AOAs, the fraction changes for
both CL and CD depending mainly on the size of breathing length and its random way of occurrence along the time
series. The amount of reduction in diffusion function allows to fix the additional effects into the model in the form of
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the extension part in equation (13). The slope for drift function remains unchanged for both CL and CD . The drift
slope and diffusion function values shown here apply for measured AOAs. The intermediate values can be obtained
by interpolation.
Figure 13 shows the summary of final model results for all AOAs 0ı to 30ı in terms of static lift and drag curves
with dynamic drift function. In this illustration, the dynamics of the model results for each AOA is compared with actual
measurements. Additionally, the comparison of stochastic approach with classical averaging procedure is also presented.
In the classical averaging procedure, the static lift and drag curves of an airfoil are defined and characterized in the form
of mean and standard deviation of lift and drag signals over each AOA. The lift and drag coefficients are obtained using
equations (2) and (3), respectively. The standard deviation demonstrates the fluctuation of lift and drag coefficients from
the mean. The drift function is obtained through Langevin approach using equation (5), which provides the complete map
of the local dynamics of the lift and drag coefficients for each AOA. The red arrows indicate a deterministic increase of
lift and drag coefficients over the time, and green arrows denote a deterministic decrease of lift and drag coefficients over
the time. The black crosses represent the stable fix points where the drift function is zero, matching the common mean lift
and drag curves. The comparison of approaches suggests that the stochastic approach gives more insight in terms of CL
and CD local dynamics by expressing complete response map over each AOA, whereas the usual averaging approach only
determines the fluctuations from the mean in terms of standard deviation and disregards the dynamical information.
In particular, these findings show that for small values of AOA, the decreasing slope of the drift function will lead to
a reduced damping of the noise, i.e. increase the fluctuations in CL and CD . For larger AOAs, the rapid increase of the
diffusion term causes further increase in CL and CD fluctuations. Thus, we can interpret the results of our analysis as a
transition of a stable flow situation (small AOA), which loses the stability (approaching AOA 15ı ), and then a transition to
an unstable flow situation takes place (AOA > 15ı ) marked by a rapid increase of the noise, measured as diffusion term.
The comparison of model and actual measurements for AOAs 0ı to 30ı through both ways shows good agreement. In
case of classical averaging approach, the model and measurement mean and standard deviation curves for both lift and drag
coefficients look very similar to each other. The stable fix points (the black crosses) obtained through stochastic approach
follow the mean lift and drag curves and correspond well for both model and measurements for lift and drag coefficient
curves. These could be called Langevin lift and drag curves based on the approach used. The local dynamics in the form
of drift function represent also very good agreement between model and actual measurements except some minor offset at
stall region in case of lift and drag models.
3.4. Aerodynamic interaction between inflow and airfoil response
Because of the strong oscillations in lift and drag forces, as discussed earlier, the aerodynamic interaction between the turbulent inflow and the airfoil response has been investigated. Wind inflow measurements were performed using a hot-wire
probe in the test section behind the fractal square grid. Power spectral density (PSD) of inflow velocity is compared with

Figure 14. Power spectral densities (PSDs) of inflow velocity, CL and CD . Green represents the PSD of turbulent wind inflow generated by fractal square grid (note the 5/3 decay for frequencies higher than 200 Hz), red that of CL and black the CD , respectively, for
AOA 28ı (color online). PSDs are given in arbitrary units (a.u.).
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CL and CD in Figure 14 for the example AOA of 28ı . Similar spectra are observed for the whole range of AOAs under
investigation. The PSD of the velocity is shifted in the y-direction for clarity of presentation.
The comparison of the spectra shows that the wind inflow signal is free of pronounced periodicity. The spectrum is a
quite unstructured broad band noise and shows the Kolmogorov spectral decay with the 5/3 power law for frequencies
higher than 200 Hz. On the other hand, the PSDs of CL and CD show mainly the dominating peaks at f D 31:25 Hz
and f D 39:2 Hz, respectively. These peaks together with smaller maxima at higher frequencies can most probably be
addressed to unsteady aerodynamic effects like those discussed in Section 3.1.2. Further physical reasons and details for
the difference in the frequencies of CL and CD are unclear to us and deserve further investigations of these aerodynamic
instabilities on the background of high Reynolds numbers and noisy turbulent environment. In our stochastic model ansatz,
we simply took care of these different oscillations by using different frequencies.

4. CONCLUSION
For an advanced dynamic characterization of lift and drag forces on wind turbine airfoils, a stochastic model for the
dynamics of CL and CD has been developed. As a first example, an airfoil FX 79-W-151A has been investigated. Dynamic
measurements of lift and drag forces were performed in a wind tunnel. Turbulent inflow with an intensity of 4.6% was
generated by a fractal square grid to mimic typical intermittent velocity fluctuations commonly known for free field wind
situations. From these measurements, the parameters of the stochastic model have been derived for AOAs ranging from 0ı
to 30ı . The results are summarized in Figure 13 comprising static lift and drag curves with dynamic drift functions based on
classical averaging and stochastic approaches, respectively. Additional to the standard procedure, the stochastic approach
offers further insight in terms of the local dynamics of CL and CD described by the dynamic model in equation (13).
In the existing state, i.e. Langevin equation together with extension, the model reproduces well matching CL and CD
time series, stationary PDFs and conditional PDFs p.X .t C /jX .t // for all time lags . For illustration, detailed results
have been presented for two AOAs selected as examples of pre-stall and deep stall regimes. However, the quantitative
comparison still suggests some minor improvements in the model as the obtained 2 is larger than the statistical error for
some AOAs. This could be achieved by minor corrections especially to the breathing length, which is taken on an average
basis in equation (13), whereas the actual breathing length appears to be randomly distributed along the lift and drag time
series. This could also improve the visual matching of model time series with actual measurements.
We would like to stress that in this study, only one example airfoil has been studied in an exemplary flow situation, in
order to develop and demonstrate the method and its application. Each airfoil possesses different dynamics, and therefore,
drift and diffusion functions will in principle differ for different airfoils. In addition, these functions are also expected to
differ for different turbulence parameters and to be influenced by further effects such as tower interaction. Moreover, the
additional effects covered in the form of the extension to the basic model are also expected to differ in these cases. Hence,
for future developments, more airfoils need to be tested under different, realistic conditions. From these measurements,
additional model parameters can be derived as described in this paper.
The model is being developed to provide a proper description and characterization of dynamic lift and drag forces under
turbulent inflow conditions, which could help to extract more detailed and complete dynamical loading information acting
on the wind turbine blades. Aerodynamic models such as AeroDyn31 and other similar codes use traditional look-up tables
that contain static CL and CD data for fixed AOAs and, therefore, lack information on the system dynamics at small time
scales. The proposed model is an alternative that is aimed to replace the traditional look-up tables in aerodynamic codes
and provide numerically the CL and CD with local dynamics that can lead to an improved rotor design under unsteady
wind inflow. In a further step, an aerodynamic model integrated with the model under investigation shall be combined with
a WEC model such as FAST25 to provide a stochastic rotor model.
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